
Barnsley Hospital is investing in 
a new £7.3m Intensive Care Unit 
(ICU). 

Health chiefs say this is not only 
an efficient and effective use of 
resources but will also improve 
patient journeys in an appropriate 
and safe care setting. Preparatory 
work began in October on the unit 
which will be at the front of the 
hospital, in and amongst the two 
courtyards behind main recep-
tion. 

The new unit will have more stor-
age and ancillary spaces for all the 
activities of a modern ICU.

The number of beds will increase, 
with more space for each bed, and 
so will meet current and future 

demand for critical care beds, sup-
porting safe use of required equip-
ment directly at the bedside. This 
extra space will provide for deliv-
ery of physiotherapy and critical 
care rehabilitation at the bedside 
in line with guidelines from the 
National Institute for Health and 
Care Excellence (NICE).

Patients will benefit from access to 
natural light and improved pri-
vacy among many other general 
improvements. 

Evidence indicates improved pa-
tient wellbeing leads to a shorter 
ICU stay, speedier recovery, and 
earlier discharge. Relatives will 
also have improved facilities and 

more space, enabling them to be 
closer to their loved ones. In the 
longer term, Barnsley Hospital 
hopes the new facility will help the 
Trust recruit and retain clinicians 
and support potential accredit-
ation for intensivist medical 
trainees. Preliminary work is now 
complete and the main building 
work commenced. 

A hospital spokesman said: 
“People may notice that some 
windows on offices to the ground 
floor and first floor in one of the 
courtyards have been boarded up.  
This is to protect people using 
the rooms from debris during the 
demolition work.

“We hope staff, visitors and the 
general public will bear with us 
while work is ongoing as we will 
have to set some site compounds 
close the outside main entrance 
and there will be some changes to 
pedestrian routes in that area and 
relocation of staff bike shelters.”

Following consultation and feed-
back, the hospital has introduced 
a diversion to enable safe passage 
around the ICU construction site 
as it will be closing the corridor 
adjacent to the switchboard until 
spring 2022, when the corridor 
can re-open. Contractors are due 
to hand over the new facility in 
October / November 2022. 
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Keep well for winter...
As we head towards the end of 2021, it’s an 
opportunity to reflect on the long and diffi-
cult times all of us have experienced since 
the start of the Covid pandemic. 

The continued pressure on the NHS and the 
current level of intensity our staff in Barnsley 
Hospital and across all health services are 
working at has felt overwhelming at times. I 
cannot emphasise enough how thankful we 
are for their amazing work and dedication, 
not least in the rapid roll-out of the Covid 
vaccination programme. 

The pressures on the health service in the 
winter months is a perennial challenge, and 
the pandemic has highlighted them. Winter 
pressures are largely caused by increases in 
acute hospital admissions due to respiratory 

illnesses when compared with the summer. 
However, we can all do our bit to help. It’s 
vital that we remember Covid has not gone 
away and precautions like hand hygiene and 
mask wearing in hospital still apply. 

People can also take many measures to look 
after their own health – quitting  
smoking, drinking less alcohol, regular exer-
cise and having the flu and Covid booster jabs 
are proven to make huge improvements to 
health.

Despite Covid, we have continued to push 
forward with some fantastic achievements at 
Barnsley Hospital. Earlier this year we opened 
our doors to a new £3million Children’s 
Emergency Department and Assessment 
Unit – a state-of-the-art facility developed in 

the midst of the pandemic.

The new dedicated unit provides wraparound 
care for young patients requiring urgent help 
and assessments and is open 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 

Barnsley Hospital Charity and our volunteers 
have also worked so very hard to raise funds 
and celebrate NHS days for our staff. In May, 
we marked Nurses Day and Midwives Day, 
Admin Day in November, and we supported 
many other acknowledgements of our staff 
across all departments with treats and activ-
ities throughout this year. At the last count, 
our charity had delivered 5,000 thank you 
packs to staff and volunteers as well as over 
10,000 snacks, goodies and refreshments. 

None of this would have been possible  
without the amazing generosity of people in 
the Barnsley community, so thank you all for 
supporting our hospital. 

We submitted our teams for many awards 
and were delighted to win several of these 
accolades for our work – see more about this 
in our Chairman’s column on page 2.

Now we are looking to the future and have 
some major plans going forward. Among 
these is our new Critical Care Unit. The new 
unit will have more beds, with more space for 
each bed, and so will meet current and future 
demand for critical care beds, supporting 

safe use of required equipment directly at 
the bedside. This extra space will provide for 
delivery of physiotherapy and Critical Care 
rehabilitation at the bedside in line with 
guidelines.

Lastly, I was proud to be at the unveiling of 
the Barnsley Covid Memorial in November. 
This is a permanent memorial to unsung 
pandemic workers and those who have died 
with Covid-19. The bronze artwork entitled 
‘Reverence’ by Graham Ibbeson in the town’s 
new Glass Works square. It depicts ‘ordinary’ 
workers including a carer, a delivery driver 
and a nurse and gives us all a chance to pay 
tribute to those we have lost and those who 
work so tirelessly in our communities.

 I hope you have a chance to see it if you 
haven’t already, and I wish you all a happy, 
peaceful and healthy holiday season.

Hospital 
invests  
in new  
intensive 
care unit

Dr Richard Jenkins

Barnsley Hospital’s Intensive Care 
Unit has been awarded Freedom of 
the Borough – the highest honour 
Barnsley Council is able to bestow. 

Ordinarily only individuals are 
given this award. However, the 
judges in the Mayor’s Office felt 
strongly that the work of everyone 
involved in the ICU be recognised 
this year, hence the unit being 
given the award rather than indi-
viduals. This is the first time they 

have made such an award.

Recipients of the Freedom of the 
Borough are all recognised for their 
highly regarded services to the bor-
ough and are held in the highest 
of esteem by the council and the 
people of our borough. 

The ICU will receive a certificate 
and a ceremonial scroll to display 
in the hospital’s new Critical Care 
Unit.

Freedom of borough honour

This winter, NHS England and NHS Improve-
ment has launched the next phase of the 
latest ‘Help Us, Help You’ campaign which 
focuses on NHS 111 online. If you have an 
urgent but not life-threatening medical need, 
make sure you visit NHS 111 online first rath-
er than going straight to A&E. 

NHS 111 online will help you right away and, if 
needed, a healthcare professional will call you. 
NHS 111 online makes it easier for patients to 
get the treatment they need in the right place. 
The service can also direct patients to urgent 
treatment centres/walk in centres, GPs, phar-
macies, emergency dental services or other 
more appropriate local services. 

NHS 111 online can also tell you where to get 
help for your symptoms, how to find general 
health information and advice, where to get 
emergency supplies of your prescribed medi-
cines and how to get a repeat prescription. If 
you or your loved one have a life-threatening 
illness or injury then you should always dial 
999.

Help us  
help you
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Hello and welcome to the winter/spring 
edition of Barnsley Hospital News. I’m  
Trevor Lake, Chairman of Barnsley Hospi-
tal. 

I would first like to join with our Chief Execu-
tive, Dr Richard Jenkins, in saying a heartfelt 
thank you to all our hospital staff colleagues 
for the tremendous work they continue to do 
and have already done throughout Covid. 

Many of our teams were redeployed to new 
areas at the height of Covid, sometimes 
caring for sick patients who could rapidly 
deteriorate.

Their dedication has saved so many lives and 
given much-needed comfort and compas-
sion to local families. We were proud to have 
so many staff nominees and winners in this 
year’s Proud of Barnsley Awards and I con-
gratulate all who took part.

The Barnsley public have also never wavered 
in their generosity in donating to our hospital 
charity, despite times being tough econom-
ically.

People are donating to our latest Make A 
Memory Appeal for dementia, while our 
volunteers continue to give so much of their 

care and time throughout the hospital. Dr 
Jenkins refers in his column on page 1 to the 
hundreds of gifts our charity delivered to staff 
and patients.

These included 20 electronic tablets for 
patients to keep in touch with their families 
when visiting to the hospital was so restrict-
ed. The charity – which is celebrating its 25th 
anniversary this year – also gifted almost 400 
‘Random Acts of Kindness’ to staff colleagues 
and funded popular morale boosting visits to 
teams across the Trust from the therapy dog, 
Thunder.

We have completely overhauled our Health 
and Wellbeing programme for staff col-
leagues, now offering even more far-reaching 
support via our intranet under the headings 
‘My Healthy Body’ and ‘My Healthy Mind.’ 

Help is available here on dozens of topics 
from weight management and exercise to 
stress-busting and how to manage stretched 
finances.

We are also transforming an area outside our 
hospital restaurant into a wellbeing garden – 
a relaxing outdoor space with covered pods, 
contemporary seating and planting.

We recently welcomed some new names into 
our NHS family including our Non-Execu-
tive Director (NED) Stephen Radford and 
our new Associate Non-Executive Directors 
David Plotts and Hadar Zaman. Our NEDS 
play an important role in that they bring an 
independent perspective to the Board en-
suring that strategy is being delivered and 
risk properly managed. We look forward to 
working with them.

We always welcome people from all walks of 
life to get involved in Barnsley Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust, and you can do this most 
effectively by becoming a member.

Our members provide a local voice and have 
a say on how the hospital is run. They elect 
the Council of Governors and help shape 
hospital services in Barnsley for the benefit 
of local people. Visit our website to find out 
more: https://www.barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk/
about/our-members/

We hope you enjoy this latest edition of 
Barnsley Hospital News. If you have any 
feedback or comments on this publication 
please contact us on communications. 
barnsley@nhs.net

From the chairman

Pioneering move to banish smoking
Trevor Lake

Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, 
in partnership with Barnsley Council, has 
become the first hospital site in the country 
to have surrounding smoke-free road areas.  

The hospital currently is a smoke-free site for 
staff members and visitors and, from  
Wednesday 28 July, the parts of  
Pogmoor Road and Gawber Road that  
surround the hospital will also be smoke-free. 

 This is a further move towards the goal of 
‘making smoking invisible’ across Barnsley, 
which aims to denormalise smoking, particu-
larly around children, so they are less likely to 
start smoking.

The smoke-free roads initiative is part of a 
wider scheme in Barnsley, which has already 
introduced smoke-free play areas in local 
parks and a smoke-free zone in Barnsley Pals 
Centenary Square in recent years. 

 This initiative also supports the Hospital’s 
Healthy Lives programme, which focuses on 
helping hospital staff, visitors and patients to 
live healthier lives and includes the QUIT stop 
smoking support service. 

 The eye-catching signage, which will be 
displayed across the two roads and on the 
pavement, has been created by 11-year-old 
Jasmine Hurdiss. Jasmine’s artwork promotes 
the QUIT service and encourages people not 
to smoke around the hospital. 

 Barnsley Hospital Trust Chief Executive Dr 
Richard Jenkins said: “By making smoking 
invisible, we can contribute to children and 
adults not taking up the habit as it reduces 
smoking being seen as a normal activity.  

 “Most people in Barnsley don’t smoke, and 
the numbers that do are falling – less than two 

in ten people now smoke in the borough. 

 “The QUIT programme at the hospital re-
cognises that smoking is an addiction that 
often starts in childhood and needs medical 
treatment to support people to stop. There-
fore, making smoking invisible in areas 
around the hospital and where children fre-
quent is very important.” 

Councillor Jim Andrews, Barnsley Council’s 
Cabinet Spokesperson for Public Health, 
added: “In 2016, we set out a vision to create 
several smoke-free zones across our borough, 
and we want this to be the latest in a long line 
of successes. We hope people will show con-
sideration for others by not smoking in this 
new smoke-free area. 

 “Children and young people are influenced 
by adult behaviour and are less likely to start 
smoking if they do not view it as a normal part 
of everyday life. By making smoking invis-

ible to children, we hope to vastly reduce the 
number of children and young people picking 
up the habit and inspire a smoke-free gener-
ation. 

 “Support for people in our borough to stop 
smoking is available through Yorkshire 
Smokefree, please go to barnsley.york-
shiresmokefree.nhs.uk to find out more. 

 “I’d also like to thank Jasmine for her brilliant 
drawing; I’m sure she’s proud as punch to see 
it used for the signage.” 

Details about the Quit programme: 

n Quitting smoking is the best thing a per-
son can to improve their overall health and 
wellbeing. 

n As the hospital is a place of health and well-
being, it is hoped that introducing smoke-free 
road areas will encourage more people to quit 
smoking using the support services available.

Get involved as a member and 
make a difference in your com-
munity 

As an NHS Foundation Trust, 
Barnsley Hospital is accountable to 
the local community, the patients it 
cares for and the people it employs. 
This accountability is through its 
membership.

By becoming members, local 
people, patients, carers and our 
staff can have a say in how services 
will be designed and delivered. 

By becoming or voting for  
Governors, members perform a 
vital role in holding non-executive 
Board members to account for the 
performance of the Board. 

An involved, informed, represent-
ative and vibrant membership is 
integral to the anchoring of the 
Trust to its area, and delivering 
outstanding services that listen to 
and respond to the needs of the 
community.

Over the next three years, we want 
to make a fundamental step change 
in how we engage and involve our 
members, building a more active 
membership and giving members a 
voice in shaping how the  
organisation works. 

Our members are our staff  
colleagues, our patients, and 
people from across the diverse 
community we serve.

Anyone with an interest in, or  
connection to, the Trust has an  
opportunity to become a member. 

No special skills or experience are 
required, it is free, and open to  
anyone 14 years of age or older. 

Our public members include  
patients, volunteers and other 
members of the public who wish 
to get involved in things that affect 
their community. 

Our 4,248 staff colleagues are also 
members of the Trust, whether 
employed directly, or through 
Barnsley Facilities Services which 
includes transport, catering and 
cleaning staff.

The core benefit of becoming a 

member is to have a regular voice 
– to shape the way services are 
provided, contribute to the future 
direction of the organisation, and 
ensure the Trust is responsive to 
the needs of the people and com-
munity it serves. 

Alongside this, membership pro-
vides opportunities to show sup-
port for the Trust and its work. 

As a member you will:

n Receive regular and up-to-date 
information about the Trust

n Receive invitations to attend free 
health talks on a range of subjects 
and to ask questions as part of our 
Annual Members’ Meeting 

n Be able to vote for representa-
tives on the Council of Governors 
and be able to stand for election to 
the Council of Governors (for those 
16 years of age or older)

n Be able to take part in surveys 
and consultations

n Participate in patient involve-
ment initiatives

n Have access to NHS Discounts 
Scheme.

We need people like you to get 
involved so we can best serve our 
community, so visit https://www.
barnsleyhospital.nhs.uk/members/ 
to sign up to become a member of 
Barnsley hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust.

Becoming a member will give you a voice...

To welcome Alcohol Awareness Week, 
Barnsley Hospital has launched a leading, 
new Alcohol Care Team (ACT) to target sup-
porting dependent and high-risk drinkers 
with more specialised, personalised care.

The Trust hosted an eye-catching event that 
raised awareness of the new team, whose 
main aim is delivering expertise and inter-
ventions to alcohol-dependent patients and 
others with alcohol issues that may attend. 

The theme of Alcohol Awareness Week 2021 
is ‘alcohol and relationships’, which the new 
service will also support by addressing safe-
guarding concerns, formulating better treat-
ment plans, supporting patients to access 
community services, and offering telephone 
support to all patients.

The service will be delivered by a team of 
dedicated alcohol specialist nurses and 
healthcare professionals.

Specialist team set 
to tackle alcohol 
dependency
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Meet the team
Barnsley Hospital’s Respiratory 
Ward has been heavily involved with 
the care of Covid patients, day-in, 
day-out, for almost two years now. 
Here we speak to Vicky Adams, Lead 
Nurse on Ward 18, about the work of 
this incredible team.

Who is on your team?

There are 38 staff members on the 
ward including registered nurses, 
nursing associates, care support 
workers, an environment co-ordin-
ator and a ward clerk. Registered 
Nurses on the ward and Nursing As-
sociates manage a team of patients 
each (usually seven or eight patients 
per team) and a Registered Nurse 
takes overall charge of the ward. 

What different types of work do the 
staff do?

Registered Nurses deliver the 
planned care to the patients, and 
manage admissions, discharges, 

administer medication, and deliver 
complex respiratory care. That is 
very much in a nutshell - their roles 
are much more than this!

The care support workers provide 
fundamental nursing care to pa-
tients, ensuring all their basic care 
needs are met. They also complete 
documentation, undertake clinical 
observations and simple wound 
care. Respiratory is a very complex 
area and all the team work well 
together to provide high quality care.

What has Covid meant for the 
team?

Covid has been very challenging 
for our team. We have been a fully 
Covid-positive ward at times. Our 
team have remained strong despite 
the worry that everyone has felt re-
garding Covid, especially as we have 
been so involved with the care of 
Covid patients for almost two years 

now. There have been many times 
when morale has been so low, but 
the dedication of this amazing team 
has kept them going, with care of a 
high standard always being a prior-
ity.

What message would you like 
to give the general public about 
Covid?

Ensuring people continue to follow 
guidance from the government is 
essential to try to stop the spread of 
Covid. We still need to be washing 
our hands regularly, ensuring social 
distance and wearing face masks. 
We have seen the reality of this virus 
daily, although for some the symp-
toms maybe mild, but for others this 
can be a life-threatening illness.

For our team, it is quite difficult 
putting into words what it has been 
like - and continues to be like. I can’t 
praise the team enough.

The 26th UN Climate Change 
Conference (COP 26) was host-
ed in Glasgow in November, 
bringing world leaders together 
to discuss how climate change 
will be tackled and to agree 
targets to limit global warming 
to 1.5ºC. 

Climate change poses a major 
threat to our health as well as 
our planet.  Between 2030 and 
2050, climate change is expected 
to cause approximately 250,000 
additional deaths per year 
globally from malnutrition, mal-
aria, diarrhoea and heat stress.

In January 2020, the NHS 
launched the campaign ‘For a 
Greener NHS’ with the ambition 

of achieving a ‘net zero NHS’.  

The NHS became the world’s 
first health service to commit to 
becoming net zero by 2040.

Barnsley Hospital is fully com-
mitted to becoming net zero by 
2040 and playing a leading role 
in embedding sustainability 
across our operation. 

We have already made big 
strides including the installation 
of over 4,000 LED lights, having 
all our grid electricity supplied 
from renewable sources, in-
stallation of electric vehicle 
charging points, a switch to 
paper cups and wooden cutlery, 
bio-bins, food waste recycling, 

banning diesel vehicles on our 
vehicle lease scheme and install-
ing three cycle shelters. 

We will now also focus on 
tackling air pollution through 
reducing use of highly pollut-
ant anaesthetic gases, reducing 
car-related travel as well as heat 
decarbonisation by electrifica-
tion of our infrastructure.  

We are currently developing our 
new Green and Heat Decarb-
onisation Plans which will be 
launched in early 2022. 

To find out more about how the 
NHS is becoming greener and to 
download ‘Delivering a Net Zero 
National Health Service’.

One in 20 deaths in the UK can be 
attributed to air pollution. Reducing 
harmful carbon emissions will improve 
health and save lives. That’s why the 
NHS became the world’s first health 
service to commit to a target of 
reaching net zero by 2040.

Discover how the NHS  
is becoming greener. 
Search Greener NHS

The greener we are,  
the more lives  
we’ll save
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A greener mission is underway

Want to work with us?

There has never been a better time to move 
your career forward and join Barnsley Hospi-
tal. The world of health care is moving at pace 
and a ‘we can do this’ attitude is evident right 
through our organisation, where staff are en-
gaged for change and committed to being part 
of the journey to sustainability and growth.

You can find many opportunities in health 
care for jobs. Among them are roles at Barnsley 
Facilities Services (BFS), which is part of Barns-
ley Hospital and proud to manage the Estates 
and Facilities Services. 

Our roles are diverse and we currently have 
opportunities in the following areas:

n Facilities Operatives within our Domestic 
Cleaning, Housekeeping Services, 16 hours 
per week , four hours per shift, 4pm to 8pm on 
a three-week rota. Other rotas available at 20 
hours per week from 4pm and ‘as and when’ 
contracts.

n Multi-skilled operatives. In these roles, you 
will work across a number of disciplines in 
facilities, with a chance to progress and learn 
new skills. Various shift work available. 

n Joining the busy BFS HR team we have 
an opportunity for a skilled trainer, working 
across all the BFS functions, delivering a range 
of courses and providing management sup-
port.

n Our Estates Team are also looking for tech-
nically skilled individuals: quantity surveyor, 
estates manager, electrician. If you are inter-
ested, please contact us for further informa-
tion. 

n We also have a number of administrative 

roles in the team and are currently looking for 
a Training & Quality Officer to work in our De-
contamination Team (16 hours per week).

As an employee of Barnsley Hospital, you will 
find that we are committed to the fair treat-
ment of our staff, regardless of race, gender, 
religion, sexual orientation, age or disability. 

We actively promote equality of opportun-
ity for all, welcome applications from a wide 
range of candidates and select interviewees 
based on their skills, qualifications and ex-

perience. We take equal opportunities and 
improving the working lives of our staff really 
seriously. This could include flexible working, 
part-time, job share and remote working from 
home. Please talk to us during the interview 
process to discuss any flexibility that you may 
require. We hope that you will choose to join 
us!

Use QR Code or search NHS Jobs for Barnsley 
Hospital.

Job openings at Barnsley hospital...

Barnsley Hospital Theatres de-
partment has gone full-on sci-fi 
with the arrival of a new ‘Energy-
Pod.’

Funded by the hospital charity 
as part of the Trust’s health and 
wellbeing programme for staff, 
the device is designed to give 
super-busy NHS workers the 
chance for a brief ‘stress-free’ 
rest in the workplace. It has soft, 
comfy upholstery and elevates 
the feet, reducing pressure on 
the cardiac system and relaxing 
lower back muscles. A privacy 
visor blocks out distractions 
and a timer has a one-touch 
button for a pre-programmed 
20-minute rest. A built-in music 
player helps eliminate surround-
ing distractions and creates a 
relaxing atmosphere. 

Studies have shown that taking 
a brief rest during the day im-

proves alertness, learning, crea-
tivity and mood, while regular 
rest periods have been shown to 
reduce stress and even reduce 
the risk of heart disease. Simon 
Rowe, Theatre, Recovery and 
DSU Manager, said: “Staff have 
been working incredibly hard 
under a lot of pressure and the 
Energy Pod is already proving 
really beneficial – they love it.”

Pod is proving valuable

Barnsley Hospital’s 
Respiratory Ward
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Superb six among Proud 
of Barnsley nominees
We are extremely proud that 
Barnsley Hospital Charity 
supporters had six shortlisted 
nominations in the Proud of 
Barnsley Awards 2021:

Young Superstar - Evan Lunn

Evan took on the Great North 
Run after his dad Darren died 
from Covid-19 last year.

The 13-year-old, who also has 
autism, raised £1,135 for the 
NHS and ran past places such 
as Barnsley Football Club that 
reminded him of his dad.

Darren, 52, died after suffering 
a cardiac arrest while in  
Barnsley Hospital’s Intensive 
Care Unit. 

Community Hero – Paul 
Goose

Bugler Paul played The Last 
Post every evening for nine 
months in memory of the  
victims of the coronavirus 
pandemic. Through his  
efforts, Paul also raised 
£10,000 for Barnsley Hospital.

Community Hero – Abbey 
Khan 

Alam’s Lounge owner Abbey 
helped to support his local 
community by delivering 
more than 2,500 meals to 
front-line workers and care 
homes during the lockdown.

Even though the restaurant 
could not open its doors 
throughout the pandemic, 
Abbey sent out the meals free 

of charge to those working on 
the front-line.

Community Group –  
Barnsley Superstars

The town-wide scheme  
creates and delivers face  
coverings to residents.

The initiative began at the 
start of lockdown last year 
and raised more than £3,000 
for Barnsley Hospital Charity 
throughout the pandemic.

Charity Fundraising Team 
– Allie Hunton and David 
Armitage

The volunteering duo have 
helped to distribute more than 
£70,000 worth of donations to 
staff and patients at Barnsley 

Hospital during the pandemic.

They delivered 3,800 sets of 
scrubs, 4,000 hand creams, 
2,400 lounge wear sets, 17,300 
drinks and snacks, 700 lip 
balms and 69 tablets.

Charity Fundraising Team – 
Barnsley Live 

A group of musicians didn’t 
let being unable to play live 
music stop them from raising 
money for charity.

Artists usually involved in 
the Barnsley Live event got 
together virtually to create a 
charity single to raise funds for 
Barnsley Hospital. 

Congratulations and thank 
you to all and well done to 

winners on the evening.

We were delighted to  
contribute to the awarding 
of Dickie Bird OBE of the 
Mayor’s Special Award which 
was presented by the Mayor 
of Barnsley, Coun Caroline 
Makinson.

Jane Mills Charity Develop-
ment Manager said: “We are 
proud that Dickie Bird OBE 
was an ambassador for our 
Tiny Hearts Appeal. The Tiny 
Hearts £1 million appeal 
enabled us to transform our 
neonatal unit at Barnsley 
Hospital with state-of-the-art 
equipment. Dickie proved he 
had a very big heart making 
personal donations equating 
to £100,000!

“Dickie’s generosity has 
helped and is helping over 300 
premature babies each year, 
for which everyone at Barnsley 
Hospital and the charity are 
extremely grateful. Dickie also 
actively encouraged others to 
donate enabling us to reach 
our target. In his own words, 
Dickie has said he never had 
chance to settle down or raise 
a family, but we hope that the 
difference Dickie has made to 
the lives of all these Barnsley 
babies means just as much to 
hi, as it does to the families.

“Thank you Dickie, we are 
proud that you support us and 
will be forever our ‘knight’ in 
shining armour.”

Wellbeing garden is set for grand opening
Following consultation with 
staff and volunteers and 
support from ASOS PLC and 
NHS Charities Together we 
are delighted that we are able 
to support a new wellbeing 
garden at Barnsley hospital.

Set to open next year, the 
area has been transformed 
with evergreen planting 
for all year-round colour, 
weather-proof seating and 
environmentally-friendly 
furniture.

Thanks to Primark, our Make A Memory Appeal received a 
huge boost with their amazing donation of £4,850! It was a 
real privilege for us to be Primark’s ‘Charity of the Year.’ 

The team worked so hard to overcome the barriers that the 
pandemic brought to fundraising and came up with some 
fantastic ideas. The appeal will help to transform our care 
of the elderly ward by providing a homely, calm and relax-
ing environment which supports all patients particularly 
those with dementia you can donate or set up a fundraising 
page

https://www.justgiving.com/campaign/makeamemory

If you would like to get involved in supporting the appeal, 
and make some new memories in 2022, email barnsleyhos-
pitalcharity@nhs.net or call Jane on 01226 431650 to help. 
We look forward to hearing from you!

Primark’s donation 
boosts campaign
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Artistic tributes are welcomed at hospital
Barnsley Hospital Charity 
has put paintings and sculp-
tures donated throughout the 
Covid pandemic on display 
around the hospital site.
Several local people have 
spent weeks creating moving 
artistic tributes to NHS staff 
who have been working so 
hard to care for patients. 
Among the artists was Bol-
ton-upon-Dearne mum and 
grandma Paula Howson, who 
created a large ‘Diamond Art’ 
image depicting a masked 
NHS staff member with wings 
sitting on top of a globe of the 
earth.
Paula, 50, who has worked as 
a kitchen assistant at a pri-
mary school in Goldthorpe 
for 23 years, said: “I sadly lost 
my mum four months before 
Covid. I used to do cross 
stitch as a kind of therapy and 
then I found out through a 
friend about Diamond Art. 
It’s a new craft hobby that’s a 

mix between paint by num-
bers and cross stitch – you 
apply thousands of tiny resin 
‘diamonds’ to a coded adhe-
sive canvas to create a picture.
“It took me 11 weeks to make 
the picture which uses 57 
different colours. I started the 
work in the first lockdown in 
2019 and spent seven to eight 
hours a day on it. 
“It kept me busy and I en-
joyed doing it. The picture 

is to say thank you to all the 
NHS staff.”
The charity also received art-
work donations from Barns-
ley artists Kevin Townend 
and Darren Green. Darren 
created an angel sculpture 
which now has pride of place 
in the hospital chapel. 
Other donated artworks have 
been hung in the hospital 
staff canteen. 
The charity also received hun-

dreds of hand-knitted hearts 
to give comfort to patients 
and relatives when hospital 
visiting was not permitted. 
In addition, Neil Richard-
son created artwork for a 
Barnsley Live fundraising CD 
‘Over the Rainbow/What A 
Wonderful World’ which was 
released in June 2020. Neil 
played bass on the track and 
created 40 limited edition 
prints of the cover artwork. 
Jane Mills, the hospital’s 
Charity Development Man-
ager, said: “The artworks have 
truly brightened up the hos-
pital, and they will continue 
to be an emotional reminder 
to everyone who visits of the 
courage shown through such 
an incredibly difficult time. 
We want to thank all the won-
derful local people who spent 
so much time and effort on 
these tributes.”

Left: Paul Goose. Below: Evan 
Lunn, Barnsley Live, Alam’s 
Lounge, Barnsley Superstars and 
Allie Hunton and David Armitage.
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